”Our implementation
project with Agium EPM
was almost too successful.
It has elevated expectations
for future projects”
Stijn Goeminne, CFO Premium Sound Solutions

We enable you
to focus on the story
behind the numbers
Modern-day performance management is more complex and time-pressured than
ever. Beside faster closing cycles, the view of today’s CFOs are often complicated
by factors such as multiple currencies, time zones, journals, consolidation
methods and tax provisioning, as well as the growing trend for more supplemental
data and sustainability reporting.

What we do to become your
preferred Enterprise Performance
Management Partner
Our consultants are highly respected in the
market for their experience and knowledge.
Many have worked for more than 15 years at
large EPM consulting firms.
By hiring our consultants, your company
benefits from this in-depth experience. We
are personally invested in our company and
your success. This success starts by enabling
our customers to focus on what really
matters: the story behind the numbers. That
is what makes Agium EPM the preferred EPM
Partner for all our customers.

Services
& Software
When it comes to EPM, each tool and
process must fit your specific and
unique set of needs like a glove.
That’s why everything we do is aimed at
delivering you the most concrete and
effective solutions: from design to upgrades,
from performance optimization to full
implementations. We design, deliver and
maintain software solutions based on
Oracle|Hyperion and OneStream.

With a user base harboring many of the world’s Fortune
500 companies, Oracle is globally recognized as a
provider of top class software, hardware and solutions.
It offers hundreds of software platforms capable of
addressing most finance or IT tasks.
Oracle’s EPM solution is comprised of several modules
which can be integrated to address various financial
reporting processes including consolidation, planning,
budgeting and data warehousing.

The OneStream founders are the original creators
of Oracle|Hyperion products FDqM and HFM, two of
the most widely used EPM solutions still used in the
marketplace.
OneStream XF delivers the FIRST truly unified
platform for all your EPM solutions to address
the concerns of the Office of Finance around risk
management, efficiency and reporting. While
relatively new, OneStream XF is showing great
promise and has already been embraced by several
public listed, multi-billion US$ companies.

Part of Agium
Agium EPM is the EPM branch
of the wider Agium organization.
Agium unites professionals from essential
disciplines within the Office of Finance.
By bringing diverse specialists under
one roof, Agium is able to offer a wide
spectrum of financial services to our
growing base of customers.
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Forward-thinking companies are invested
in their people, systems and processes.
Our focus is on core activities that really
matter. We are passionate about improving

Fd Gazelle Award 2012, 2013, 2016 and 2017
More than 700

the efficiency and effectiveness of our
customers’ core activities, thus enabling
the Office of Finance to focus more on the
strategic objectives of the company.

Agium’s pillars of expertise play an important role in this
transition. Our pillars of expertise are:

Enterprise
Performance
Management

Business,
planning
& control

IT Controlling

Shared
Services

Continuous
Improvement

Your Preferred
EPM Partner
Contact Agium EPM
Pascal Walk: +31 (0) 6 46 39 04 85
Wegalaan 38B, 2132 JC Hoofddorp, The Netherlands
E info@agium-epm.com | www.agium-epm.com
T +31 (0) 23 799 6017

Surround yourself with the
right skills, capabilities and attitudes.
Realizing ambitions together – that’s
what Agium is all about.

